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Building and Leveraging
Corporate Brands

Leading
Corporate brands — the standard bearers
in the competition for market share.
Much as a fighting force rallies behind its leader
when entering battle, so does your company follow
its corporate brand into the turbulent and everchanging marketplace. Your corporate brand has
power. And value. And a wealth of potential.
Managing your corporate brand isn’t just a
communication issue; it is a leadership issue.
Effective and strategic support of a corporate brand
can make it easier for your company to do business,
provide critical market differentiation and have
a direct effect on financial performance. And now
there is a practical, pragmatic and businesslike
path to leveraging and measuring the value of your
corporate brand.
CoreBrand can show you the way.

Connecting
Using the power of your corporate brand.
Today’s marketplace is crammed with companies and
crawling with competition. If you don’t take advantage
of every second of attention, even the most efficientlyrun company can find itself on the outside looking in.
Today you must clearly communicate your story to a
host of audiences — including customers, investors,
prospective customers, suppliers and employees —
quickly and understandably.
A strong, relevant brand can help you connect with
all your key audiences. A brand with high recognition
and a favorable reputation can have far-reaching
business benefits — internally and externally— even
in commodity markets.
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Building brand power, one step at a time.
CoreBrand helps companies understand, build, express
and measure their corporate brand. We help our clients
align their companies’ behaviors, communications and
business processes so that all internal and external
activities are focused on a single strategy. We take them
through an exacting, thorough process; one that is
critical if a company is going to recognize its brand
for what it is — a strategic business asset.
Gathering brand intelligence is the first step.
Knowing your brand’s strengths and weaknesses,
and identifying the barriers it must overcome,
help illuminate the opportunities your company
should pursue to build brand power.

Delivering

To gather and analyze information about your brand,
we use a combination of leading research methods

and proprietary tools. For example, our CoreBrand ®
Analysis offers unique insight into the power of your
brand and our CoreBrand Compass helps determine
whom the brand affects and how it affects them.
Once we know what your brand stands for and how
it compares to others, we develop proprietary tools,
including a comprehensive strategy that will guide
all expressions of the brand. The cornerstone of
the brand strategy is our CoreBrand Platform, which
clearly defines the brand promise, its personality
and its messages.
We then create compelling, creative and focused
visual and written communications that express
the brand strategy. We help our clients’ brand
communications speak with a consistent voice
so the brand can build momentum.

Management of the brand is perhaps the most
important — and potentially difficult — step in building
brand power. Managing a corporate brand is a longterm business initiative, requiring focus, dedication and
resolve. Working together with our clients, we design
and implement the infrastructure, processes and tools
that make alignment with brand strategy simpler.
And we develop the metrics to track brand performance
over time.
The bottom line to all these steps is, of course, the
bottom line. At CoreBrand, our goal is to show you
how building and maintaining your corporate brand
can have a direct, positive impact on your company’s
financial performance.

Business Results
Sales
Earnings
Cash Flow
Our proprietary business model is based
on the relationship between investment
in the branding process, the power it
generates and the resulting impact on both
business and financial performance.
We are unique in understanding the direct
link between branding and stock price.
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Analysis
Strategy
Communication
Management

Brand Power
Familiarity
Favorability

Financial Performance
Stock Price
Price ⁄ Earnings Ratio
Market Valuation
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Discovering
Look. Listen. Learn.
Three things we do before we talk.
At CoreBrand we view each corporate branding
assignment as a journey of discovery. Using qualitative
and quantitative research, as well as communications
and competitive audits, we map the landscape in
which your company operates before blazing a path
toward maximum brand power.
Our CoreBrand ® Analysis provides insight into the
relationship between investment in communications
and the development of brand power. It shows how
building brand power can exert direct, positive force,
not just on earnings or sales, but also on stock price
performance. It also demonstrates how your company
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stacks up — in terms of brand power— compared
to more than 1,000 global companies that our
Corporate Branding Index ® database continually tracks.
Our CoreBrand Compass is a rigorous assessment
of your company’s functional and emotional drivers.
Administered online to employees and various
stakeholders, the CoreBrand Compass helps you
understand the core elements — real and perceived —
that form the essence of your corporate brand.
These proprietary tools complement more traditional
research. They not only provide a benchmark of where
your brand is now, but also help you control where
it’s going and allow you to track its performance as it
heads there.

The situation Few companies have faced the
changes that The Hartford has seen. When
it separated from its former parent company —
ITT — The Hartford was suddenly an
independent, publicly-traded company in a
complex regulatory environment. Internally,
questions of focus and direction needed to
be answered — fast.
The perception of the company’s brand was
a burning issue. CoreBrand helped develop
an understanding of The Hartford’s corporate
brand that management could relate to and
that fit within the business and financial
goals of the company.

Our approach Using our CoreBrand ®
Analysis database of brand image, financial
performance and brand support, we
determined The Hartford’s relative position
within the landscape of insurance and
financial services companies. This work
enabled us to identify the company’s
opportunity for financial return from a
brand effort.
What we learned Diversified financial
services companies had redefined the
investment and finance categories with
aggressive advertising efforts. The most
powerful brands were closely associated
with very strong icons.
We concluded that The Hartford brand was
under-leveraged and that a relatively small
investment in brand advertising would result
in a significant impact on stock price.

The result With business logic built on
strong data, we helped The Hartford develop
a strategic plan for its brand. We showed
the company how an increased advertising
budget would have a considerable impact on
its place in the financial services category.
And we demonstrated how promoting their
brand could result in successful business
generation and increased market valuation.
Confident in our findings, The Hartford
produced their powerful “Bring It On”
campaign, featuring the company’s revered
“Stag” icon.
For the last five years, our measures of
Brand Power and ROI have continued to
help The Hartford monitor the relative
position of their corporate brand and the
return on the company’s investment in
brand communications.
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Promising
Understanding the promises your brand makes
is the first step toward fulfilling them.
What does your corporate brand say to your customers?
What does it mean to your employees? Would they give
the same answer? Would it be the answer you wanted?
Would it even be one you expected?
CoreBrand helps clients create, understand and
implement a corporate brand strategy that
communicates clearly, regardless of whether the brand
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is being used to market products and services, define
organizational roles, or establish a corporate culture
or vision. One promise, communicated clearly, concisely
and consistently.
Our CoreBrand ® Platform helps clients define exactly
what their brand stands for, so that its power can be
used to achieve maximum return on communications
spending. It defines what a company is and where
it is headed. And it acts as an objective, ongoing tool
for assessing all brand communications, employee
behaviors and business processes.

The situation In 1994, General
Reinsurance Corporation, one of North
America’s largest reinsurance companies,
acquired the world’s oldest reinsurer,
Cologne Re, of Germany. It was clear that
a single brand supported by a single voice
presented an opportunity to move toward
becoming one highly-focused company.
Our approach A careful review of the
business, cultures and behaviors within the
company and research among clients and
prospects revealed many common elements
among the various parts of the company.

What we learned Despite vast cultural
and historical differences, both organizations
enjoyed a position of strength in the
marketplace. To an unusually large extent,
the corporate cultures of both organizations
were driven by the character and quality of
the employees. In fact, the experience and
dedication of the company’s personnel
became a clear point of differentiation for
the merged entity.
The result With a solid brand strategy as
a foundation, we worked with the client
leaders to create a new company name —
GeneralCologne Re. While simple, it was
vitally important to retain the literal
and cultural elements of both General Re
and Cologne Re.

We created a new corporate identity with
a thoroughly modern — yet human — feel,
reflecting many of the new ideas within
the company. The icon evolved from General
Re’s longstanding lamp symbol to an almost
human figure lighting the way. Even the
use of a highlight color element is seen as
a beacon of passion and vision.
GeneralCologne Re leaders also instituted
a comprehensive internal launch and have
supported that effort with a wide range
of communications and actions including
frequent contact with every associate in
the company, reinforcing the importance of
the brand in every aspect of the business.
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Distinctive. Relevant. Enduring.
Naturally, our design solutions are specific to each
client, but they all share a common objective —
to make the corporate brand stronger, more visible
and readily identifiable to all target audiences.

Capturing

Getting to the heart of the matter.
Distilling your company’s essence to a few words or
a single image is a formidable task. But it’s a job for
which CoreBrand is uniquely qualified. CoreBrand
uses its creative expertise and communications skills
to develop names, identities and architectures that
stand the test of time.
Naming At CoreBrand we know that great global
names don’t materialize out of thin air. Successful
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naming marries the art of brainstorming and the
science of trademark registration. All our name
candidates are based on extensive research and
sound strategy. And they are validated through
target-market feedback via a proprietary tool called
Validiction ® Name Research.
Brand identity A brand’s visual identity must be
more than a trendy graphic. It should be an expression
of the company’s positioning and personality.
It has to be appropriate for the entire organization.

And it must be able to survive acquisitions,
divestitures and the kind of morphing companies
do routinely today.
Brand architecture Thoughtful and logical,
our brand architecture systems put the corporate
brand to work to help companies clarify their
global organizations, identify joint ventures and
alliances, and signify product ownership.

CoreBrand
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Expressing
Strategy leading execution. Making sure
the horse stays in front of the cart.
Too often — though no company will readily admit it —
the design and execution of corporate communications
fails to live up to the strategy that gave it birth.
At CoreBrand we know that when it comes to your
corporation’s image, it is crucial that form and function
work together. And they can —beautifully. Our creative
design solutions are as strategically driven as our
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that could serve as the core communications
message for each of the company’s business
units. CoreBrand reviewed and analyzed
each business unit’s history, communications
and growth strategies to discover their
differences as well as what unified them.

research. CoreBrand can help ensure that wherever
your company’s image appears — from stationery and
collateral to web sites and signs — it works hard
to support your comprehensive brand strategy and
build brand equity.
From the selection of colors and typography to the
development of communications systems and graphic
guidelines, CoreBrand knows that just looking good
is never good enough. What’s important is that each
communication element expresses the brand and
business strategy.

The situation Omron Corporation, a Japanese
manufacturer of sensor and industrial
automation equipment, asked CoreBrand
to assess the inherent equity in the Omron
brand and then develop a global brand
positioning and communications platform.

What we learned CoreBrand discovered that
Omron’s business units shared a vision of
creating new and innovative technologies that
could tangibly improve and enhance the lives
of their customers as well as of the end
users who buy their customers’ products.

Our approach We determined that it was
critical to understand Omron’s assets and
liabilities and to identify a common theme

The result Using language that reflects
Omron’s core competencies, CoreBrand
developed the positioning “Enhanced

Sensing, Precise Control” to explain a
corporate goal of developing technologies
that give people more freedom and control
in their daily lives.
The brand platform led to the development
of a new corporate tagline, “Sensing
tomorrow,” and a visual communications
system that illustrates the benefits of Omron’s
products and services. The system, consisting
of a secondary color palette and a dot matrix,
highlights the patterns of daily life and
provides a filter through which we see the
benefits that Omron brings to society.

CoreBrand
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Managing
The care and maintenance of a brand.
The work that happens after a brand has been
established is as important as the planning that
went into establishing it in the first place.
Supporting a corporate brand must be viewed as a
continuous, long-term business practice, not a shortterm tactic. We help develop the leadership support,
infrastructure, processes and tools to align the
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its branded businesses, a stable of
international licensees, and a collection
of high-profile global sponsorships.

organization with the brand. Our work elevates brand
management from a functional level to a core corporate
focus, helping integrate the brand into employee
behavior and ultimately, into customer experiences.
From leadership coaching and employee workshops,
to internet-based resources to manage the brand,
we provide what you need to build brand strength
year after year.

Perhaps no brand is more recognized
worldwide than AT&T. Working in partnership
with AT&T Brand Management and AT&T
Labs, CoreBrand helped develop an online
system for protecting, promoting and profiting
from this famous brand.
The AT&T Brand Center (www.att.com/brand)
provides all the information necessary for
projects that involve corporate identity,
co-branding, licensing and naming. It is the
tool AT&T uses to manage its corporate brand,

The AT&T brand system includes more than
600 corporate logo signatures. All these
signatures are available from the AT&T Brand
Center through proprietary, step-by-step
software tools called “downloaders.” These
tools enable AT&T employees, authorized
agencies, and global partners to get approved
artwork, brand management guidelines, and
brand application standards from anywhere
in the world.
New product names and licensing
opportunities are efficiently evaluated and

approved through easy-to-use electronic
forms, ensuring global brand consistency. An
electronic decision tool even enables users to
determine the appropriate type of co-branding
relationship, based on AT&T’s corporate brand
strategy and the partners’ brand fit.
Security is achieved through passwords and
intranet firewalls, providing authorized users
complete access to all strategies and policies
while maintaining confidentiality.
Protecting and leveraging one of the biggest
names in the world is a challenge. We’re
proud that AT&T chose CoreBrand to be its
partner in this endeavor.
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Differentiating
When it comes to branding,
we consider all the angles.
Helping companies define and support their corporate
brand is a multidimensional pursuit. You can’t do
it effectively if you are locked into a single approach.
Or, if you have preconceived notions.
CoreBrand is different from other companies that
claim branding expertise. We are pioneers in the field
of corporate branding. It’s our single focus. And we
continually explore new and creative ways to make
your corporate brand work harder for your company.
CoreBrand is made up of professionals with a wide
range of talents, expertise and interests. This range
of experience, bound by a common passion for
branding, is what makes us the best at what we do.

Focused Branding is more than just what we do.
It’s who we are.
Practical Our recommendations work. We pride
ourselves on providing real-world solutions that work as
well in practice as they sound during a presentation.
Smart We relish the tough assignments.

We have the tools you need to guide your company
through a crowded marketplace and toward a
dynamic future. CoreBrand’s combination of singular
intelligence, strategic development and creative
communications will help you unlock and leverage
the power and potential your corporate brand holds.
To learn more about how a well-managed corporate
brand can be the standard that inspires your
company’s success, log onto www.corebrand.com,
send an e-mail to cb@corebrand.com or call us
at 203 327– 6333.

Independent Though we bring our clients a global
perspective, we are nimble enough to respond
quickly and adapt to change as fast as the business
world requires.

Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
CoreBrand, Validiction and Corporate Branding Index are
registered trademarks of Corporate Branding, LLC.
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